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Additional Skate Features Added
Grind Rail and Concrete Ledge
Ply/Concrete over stairs and allow bank / runup

Beginner- Mini Ramp/Halfpipe where the damaged and removed ramp was
originally placed

 
 

1
Concrete grind to smoothen run up and landing areas 

As per below diagram- concrete grind to smoothen areas where common falls happen. This being the run up and landing of the
obstacles. The areas highlighted in yellow are where people using the park are starting, stopping and falling. Given most of the
objects have inadequate run up or landing- they are never used therefor is a waste of money doing surface repairs on un used

concrete.

2
Fix Drainage / Fall to cesspit

High and low levels cause the park to leak from inside out. 

 

 
Option 1- Grind slots/create fall                                                                           
This will be cheapest option- however if further development on same land area will require long term fix if further build go ontop

Option 2- DIg up concrete and inspect/re lay drains + cesspit                       
This will be cheapest option- however if further development on same land area will require long term fix if further build go ontop

 
Option 1- Grind run up and landing of additional skate features                           
This will be cheapest option- however if further development on same land area will require long term fix if further build go ontop    
Option 2- Grind whole park                                                                                             





5000mm  ROUND , 50mm - Long, 370mm long, 

5000mm Long, 270mm long, 600 deep concrete ledge

Additional Skate Features to cater for various skills





Signage
Rubbish Bins
Seating under trees
Roadside Footpath between skatepark and
carpark.   
Improved pedestrian access across road (mixed
use space?)

4 Needs assessment for upgrade and renewal of Lloyd Elsmore skatepark assett

Support for temporary skate area in Howick at Howick Bowls Club (built and
maintained by ESC)
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https://www.facebook.com/photo?
fbid=10159139322020695&set=gm.3023550864373832
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